The smallest universal motor on the market stays ahead of the game and makes all the difference on your installation.

You’ll stand out from the competition: easy choice, no fuss installation, with exclusive Somfy functionalities.

- You have a simple choice.
  J4 RTS is suitable for all sizes of external Venetian blinds, including blinds needing to be adjusted to suit a working position.
- Parallel fitting.
- No electrical cabling for control points: quick to install, a clean site with no damage to walls.

Now, the shortest motor on the market has integrated radio technology. This changes everything, except the size.

For you

- The mushroom control, adjustable up-down:
  - greater flexibility both for integration and installation.
  - always accessible for a double power cut.
  - never needed in case of an incorrect installation.
- Direction of rotation reversed from remote control:
  - easy to do from the remote control without accessing the motor.

For your customers

- The Modulis function:
  - intuitive, accurate slat angle setting via the thumbwheel on the remote control.
  - to adjust natural light or enhance their privacy.
  - by default preprogrammed in the lower position with the slats at an angle. Easy to modify by the user.
- The «my» function:
  - preprogrammed in the lower position with the slats at an angle. Easy to modify by the user.

- The Motor function:
  - intuitive, accurate slat angle setting via the thumbwheel on the remote control.
  - to adjust natural light or enhance their privacy.
  - by default preprogrammed in the lower position with the slats at an angle. Easy to modify by the user.

J4 RTS

Universal radio motor for external Venetian blinds

... more of the Modulis function!
New J4 RTS. Integrated radio technology...

... Make a difference in all your residential and commercial buildings.

It makes you more competitive, because productivity is improved from integration through to implementation.

- Your working practices are respected.
- J4 RTS incorporates the ergonomic standards of the external Venetian blinds market.
- The adjustment process for end limits is the same in the workshop or on site.

- Productivity for integration.
- Your solution will benefit by including all the exclusive functions and greater comfort offered by Somfy’s own radio technology.

Let your customers set their own temperature and light comfort levels.

- With the J4 RTS, your customers can get the best from their external Venetian blinds.
- Visual comfort: changing the light levels, no matter the moment, or to create the desired atmosphere.
- Thermal protection: maintaining a pleasant temperature all year round.
- Protecting privacy: provide adjustment of the blind to provide the required level of light while avoiding excessive glare.
- Planned usage: Simple to use fully adjustable RTS 1 and 3 channel systems ensure different light levels, 4 channels - where to set the light to the preferred position (integrated automation).
- Eliminating glare in a computer or TV screens.
- One-click adjustment in the “on” position for your preferred position.

- In automatic mode with sun and wind sensors: control the level of sunlight and protection for the external Venetian blinds.
- The blind moves one place as soon as the level of sunlight reaches a pre-set value, even when there is no wind in the room.
- It protects the interior from the sun.
- The sun is at its strongest, the wind sensor controls the raising of the blind to protect it.
- There are three optional settings for when the sunlight is fading.
- Energy savings in winter.
- The car is a required feature, for conditioning in one room or throughout the house.

Add an extra dimension to your product range with the J4 RTS.

- You will stand out by offering motorised and automatic control solutions.
- For all external Venetian blinds fitted on new or renovated buildings.
- Your solution will benefit by including all the exclusive functions and greater comfort offered by Somfy’s own radio technology.

For the first time, Somfy has integrated an RTS receiver into the motor drive for its external Venetian blinds.

It changes everything for you.

For your installations, your radios, your automation: RTS is Somfy’s exclusive radio control system, Somfy Radio Technology®.

Somfy’s exclusive radio control system.

- Mains powered.
- One control to manage several EVBs.
- Independent wireless sunlight sensor.
- Automatic management of sunlight or wind and sun.
- One control to manage several EVBs.
- Easy to set the level of sunlight required.
- Discreet, fits anywhere.
- To manage one blind or a whole façade.
- Centralised control of the blinds.
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- Easy to set the level of sunlight required.
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